1. Introduction {#sec1}
===============

The West African outbreak of Ebola Virus Disease (EVD) of 2014-16 was the most devastating outbreak of the virus on record with more than 28,000 cases and 11,000 deaths ([@bib45]). It is believed that the outbreak began with a single case in a boy in rural Guinea in late 2013, but due to a slow initial response ([@bib19]; [@bib26]), the virus spread quickly to both rural and urban communities throughout Guinea, Liberia, and Sierra Leone. While the outbreak was largely contained by early 2015, it was not before it had significant economic and social effects in the heavily affected countries ([@bib9]; [@bib45]).

Many lessons have been learned about EVD as a result of the West African outbreak, including a much better understanding of the zoonotic origins of the disease and the development of vaccines against the virus. But while biology may help to explain why EVD emerged in Guinea, it is ultimately the social, behavioral, and environmental factors that explain why outbreaks spread and become epidemics ([@bib25]). Ebola has been described as a "disease of social intimacy", in that it is mainly transmitted from infected patients to others through intimate social interactions ([@bib39]): to loved ones who are tasked for caring for the sick, to front line health workers that have been tasked with saving those fighting for their lives, and to community members when tasked with burying the remains of those that they have lost. Poverty has also been implicated as an important determinant of EVD ([@bib14]). However, many factors likely contributed to the transmission of the virus in West Africa and to date there has been little formal evaluation of these relationships. Since the West African outbreak, three Ebola outbreaks have already been reported in the Democratic Republic of the Congo (DRC), including one outbreak that at the time of the writing of this article had already become the second largest outbreak of the disease in history. A better understanding of the determinants of EVD exposure is therefore important not just to understand why the outbreak spread so widely and so quickly throughout West Africa but also from the perspective of preparing for future epidemics ([@bib36]).

A sizeable literature has established that SES, whether it is measured as wealth, income, or related indicators, is an important determinant of health ([@bib15]; [@bib30]). In almost all cases, people or populations of higher SES enjoy longer and healthier lives, both through lower levels of exposure to risk factors and better ability to recover when ill. Although the bulk of the literature has focused on high-income countries, similar associations have also been documented in low and middle-income countries (LMICs), including countries in Africa ([@bib5]; [@bib31]). Social epidemiologists usually distinguish between diseases associated with relative poverty, which has to do with a person\'s comparative economic position in society, and absolute poverty, which has to do with a person being deprived of basic needs such as running water, sanitation systems, and adequate nutrition ([@bib29]). Infectious diseases, especially those that contribute to higher rates of child mortality in LMICs, and which help to explain much of the gap in life expectancy observed between high-income and LMICs, are largely believed to be associated with conditions of absolute poverty ([@bib29]). Non-communicable diseases (NCDs), which are believed to be largely caused by behavioral factors, also form along SES gradients such that lower SES groups also develop a higher burden of disease relative to higher SES groups. By contrast, these health gradients are theorized to form as a consequence of greater knowledge, prestige and power being concentrated among higher SES groups allowing them to reduce their exposure to risk factors and to gain access to more effective health services when ill ([@bib46]).

However, less is known about the association between SES and the so called emerging infectious diseases (EIDs) with epidemic potential, including EVD but also Zika, SARS, and MERS. At the country level, poorer countries are generally thought to have higher rates of these diseases. EVD and Zika seem to follow this pattern as they first emerged in low-income countries (DRC and Uganda respectively) thus supporting the view that absolute poverty may be an important determinant of exposure to these viruses. However, SARS and MERS were both first detected in relatively well-off countries, Hong Kong and Saudi Arabia respectively, suggesting a more complex relationship may exist between SES and infectious disease exposure the population level.

One pathway that may lead to increased exposure to these diseases is proximity to the sources of the viruses. In the case of EVD, bats are the likely zoonotic reservoirs, which are common in sparsely populated, forested areas of Africa ([@bib37]). For SARS, civets and bats have been identified as likely reservoirs of the virus ([@bib41]). For MERS, bats and camels have been identified as zoonotic reservoirs ([@bib32]). Therefore, for EVD and other EIDs, exposure is likely related to ecological factors, such as vegetation, elevation, temperature that bring communities into contact with the zoonotic reservoirs and vectors of the viruses. For EVD, exposure would likely be higher in populations and communities located poorer parts of Africa. We illustrate this pathway, as well as additional pathways we discuss below in a conceptual model to help conceptualize how various SES determinants may lead to EVD exposure in [Fig. 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}. Increased exposure may also be due to higher rates of international travel among some relatively higher income countries, or some communities ([@bib8]). This explanation may help to explain why EVD eventually spread to countries in Europe and the United States and may have played some role in the spread of the outbreak within West Africa, including the spread to Nigeria.Fig. 1Conceptual model of pathways between SES and increased EVD exposure.Fig. 1

A number of studies have also explored determinants of EIDs at the sub-national level. For example, a study from Brazil found that cases of Zika were more common in neighborhoods in Rio that were less likely to be connected to the municipal water source ([@bib18]). A study of the spread of SARS in Hong Kong found a negative relationship between income and incidence rates across estates in the special administrative region ([@bib10]). We posit that these associations may be due to access to infrastructure or compositional effects, in which lower wealth communities due to poorer infrastructure and overcrowding within urban centers may be at higher risk of being exposed to disease. In the case of EVD in West Africa, a number of studies have found evidence to support these associations. For example, one study in Montserrado County, a largely urban county where the Liberian capital of Monrovia is located, found that infected individuals from low SES areas were more likely to have more contacts and were more likely to have been linked to secondary cases of EVD ([@bib14]). Another study that classified sub-districts in Liberia in terms of their social vulnerability found the sub-districts with the highest measures of social vulnerability also had the highest number of reported cases of EVD ([@bib42]). However, the capital Montserrado county, which also scored low in terms of social vulnerability, was an exception as it also had a large number of cases, perhaps due to its larger urban population. In addition, another study that compared measures of population density and wealth index found that both were positively associated with the transmission rate of the virus at the district-level across West Africa ([@bib27]). Similarly, another study found that population density and education, both measured at the regional-level, were also both positively associated with epidemic size and spread across West Africa ([@bib43]).

On the other hand, studies have also shown that communities played an important role in the prevention, transmission and response to the outbreak effectively containing EVD in spite of resource constraints ([@bib1]). The availability of health infrastructure at the community-level was associated with the amplification of EVD but also played an essential role in containing the outbreak ([@bib11]; [@bib26]). Many communities adopted innovative coping strategies to help contain the outbreak in Liberia ([@bib1]). The influence or power of chieftaincies and other local authorities may also help to explain why communities in Sierra Leone were faster to take up public health control efforts, such as bans on unsafe funeral practices and implementing local quarantines, than in Guinea ([@bib44]). Therefore, community-level factors also likely influenced why some people living in certain areas may have had more or less exposure to the virus, however, it is less clear how these factors would vary along SES lines.

Another strand of the literature has investigated how individual or household-level risk factors were associated with exposure to EVD during the West African outbreak. Early in the outbreak, funerals and transmission to health workers were important sources of exposure to EVD, but their importance declined markedly over time, likely due to public health efforts to improve safe burial practices and provide access to personal protective equipment ([@bib26]). We might expect poorer households within communities to be those most likely to have these more traditional practices. Studies have also shown that the bulk of reported exposures occurred from one family member to another, or from a close friend or neighbor ([@bib26]). Therefore, people living in larger households might be expected to be more likely to be exposed to the virus, which is also likely associated with lower SES. Other individual behaviors may have also influenced exposure to the illness. For example, people in Monrovia with higher trust in government were more likely use public health services during and immediately after the peak of the outbreak and were more likely to comply with public health directives ([@bib7]; [@bib33]). However, it is unclear how these determinants are likely to be associated with SES.

There is evidence that occupation may have also led some people to be more or less exposed the virus. For example, health workers represented a disproportionately large share of total cases in the West African outbreak, likely due to increased contact with EVD patients ([@bib13]). Migration, especially migration from rural to urban areas, has also been implicated in the transmission of the virus and was also likely linked to occupation ([@bib4]). Some of these occupations might be associated with higher SES groups while others may be associated with lower SES, but occupation is an important variable that should be explored as a determinant of exposure to the virus.

Gender, which is also likely confounded by SES, also likely played an important role in the transmission of the outbreak since gendered roles, for example the fact that women were more likely to provide care to sick household members than men, likely shaped exposure and care seeking patterns ([@bib23]). However, there is less evidence available to substantiate gendered differences in either exposure or transmission according to gender, during previous outbreaks of EVD, mostly due to limited ability of gender disaggregated data on EVD cases ([@bib34]). However, it may be an important variable to investigate in the context of EVD exposure.

There is also evidence that we might expect the relationship between SES and disease transmission to change as epidemics spread or mature. Similar changes have been observed, for example, in the SES determinants of HIV since it first recognized approximately 40 years ago. While early studies of risk factors of HIV in sub-Saharan Africa initially found a positive relationship between wealth and education and HIV ([@bib17]; [@bib22]), over time, the relationship appears to have changed as the epidemic matured ([@bib20]; [@bib21]; [@bib35]). There is also evidence of a "crossover" in the relationship between SES and mortality outcomes during the Spanish Flu outbreak in Norway during the early 20th century ([@bib28]). Taken together, these studies suggest that the inverse relationship between SES and infectious disease outcomes in outbreaks should not always be taken as a given and that the relationship may actually be a dynamic one. We illustrate how this may happen over time in [Fig. 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}. As our data were collected towards the end of the outbreak, these dynamic relationships may shape the patterns we observe in our data.Fig. 2Dynamic relationship between SES and EVD gradients.Fig. 2

A common challenge plaguing all studies to date of EVD in West Africa is the lack of population-based data on either individuals exposed to EVD or with the virus as well as the risk factors likely associated with EVD. Previous studies were limited to patient-level data that was collected on cases during the outbreak, but which were only collected from people with the diseases and only collected very limited individual-level data on SES. In addition, data from patient-level databases have not been made widely available to the research community, making it challenging to even use those data to study the socio-economic determinants of EVD ([@bib24]). Another common challenge that faced previous studies was the lack of data on either income or wealth of individuals exposed to EVD, and therefore either had to rely upon geographic level estimates of wealth, which could mask important differences in relative wealth of individuals even within absolutely poor areas ([@bib3]). Even if commonly used measures of household SES, such as the wealth index, were available on patients, such measures are themselves only relative measures based on distributions in a given country, which could mask important differences in absolute wealth that may exists across countries ([@bib38]).

In an attempt to address the gap in the literature, this paper explores the distribution of exposure to EVD during the outbreak in West Africa relative to individual, household, and community measures of SES. We use a measure of EVD exposure that is different than those explored in previous studies, namely whether or not an individual knew a close friend or family member who were infected by Ebola, which was collected in nationally representative public opinion polls conducted in Liberia and Sierra Leone in early 2015. The findings of this study will hopefully be able to contribute to planning against future outbreaks of EVD and potentially inform ongoing outbreaks as well.

2. Material and methods {#sec2}
=======================

2.1. Data {#sec2.1}
---------

Data on exposure to EVD, individual, household, and community characteristics were all drawn from the 6th wave of the Afrobarometer survey, a nationally representative household survey of public attitudes towards governance, economic and other issues that has been conducted in more than 30 African countries since 1999 ("Afrobarometer," [@bib2]). Afrobarometer uses a clustered, stratified, multi-stage proportion probability sampling procedure that is designed to generate samples that are nationally representative of voting age citizens. Sampling units are first randomly selected from national surveys, usually censuses, and then within sampling units, households are randomly selected for participation into the survey. In sampled households, enumerators alternate between interviewing a voting age male or female adult within each household in order to generate gender balance among survey respondents. In the 6th round, Afrobarometer interviewed 1199 respondents in Liberia and 1191 respondents in Sierra Leone, for a total of 2390 respondents.

Surveys had been planned for all three of the heavily affected countries prior to the Ebola outbreak, but were not fielded until the outbreaks had largely been controlled in 2015. In Sierra Leone and Liberia, additional questions were added to the survey to ask respondents about their experiences during the Ebola outbreak. Specifically, in both countries the survey asked respondents "Do you know a close friend or relative who was infected with Ebola?" with yes, no, refused, and don\'t know as potential answers. Regardless of their answer the first question, the survey then also asked "Do you know a close friend who died of Ebola?" with the same set of potential answers. Similar questions were not included in Guinea and thus data from that country were not included in this study. Field dates for the survey were May 6-22, 2015 in Liberia and May 22- June 10, 2015 in Sierra Leone. By May 6, 2015 in Liberia almost 98% of eventual cases were already reported (10,564 of 10,675) while by May 27, 2015 in Sierra Leone almost 90% of eventual cases had already been reported (12,706 of 14,124) therefore these represent time periods towards the tail end of the outbreaks in both countries. We acknowledge that this measure of exposure to the virus is less than ideal for the broad measurement of EVD exposure. For example, the survey does not ask how many people the respondent knew with the virus, or of cases of people who are not considered close friends or family members, or ask questions on network size, all which could allow for network-based modeling or the calculation of exposure in additional groups of the population. We believe, however, that nonetheless the measure is useful for an exploration of the determinants of EVD the population level given that the question was asked in the same way across areas.

Individual-level characteristics drawn from the survey included the age of the respondent, whether the respondent was male or female, and the level of education completed (no formal education, some primary education, some secondary education, and some post-secondary education). Household-level variables were constructed in terms of whether or not the household was located in an urban area and the number of adults in the respondent\'s household. We also used data from the Afrobarometer to construct household and community-level wealth indices at the sampling unit level as described below. Data on the administrative level unit or region of the household were also obtained from the Afrobarometer survey. There were 15 second-level administrative units in Liberia and 5 second-level administrative units in Sierra Leone. We refer to these as regions in the rest of the paper.

3. Methods {#sec3}
==========

*Dependent variable*. We defined two EVD exposure variables, both binary variables, which were defined as 1 if the survey respondent reported knowing one or more close friends or family members who had Ebola or 0 otherwise, and the second which was coded as 1 if the respondent knew a friend who died of Ebola or 0 otherwise.

*Independent variables*. We constructed two measures of wealth-related SES, one at the household-level, and the other at the community-level, using principal component analysis (PCA) of available assets or resources. At the household-level, the wealth index was built based on ownership of the following assets or goods: shelter type, roofing material, water source, toilet location, radio, television, vehicle, mobile phone, receive remittance, always have food, always have water, always have medications, always have fuel, and always have cash. We first calculated the wealth index using pooled data from all households in both Sierra Leone and Liberia after ensuring all data were coded uniformly and then calculated the wealth index quintiles for the full sample as well as for country-specific samples. A separate community-level index was also constructed using the same methods and data sources with binary (yes/no) sampling unit-level resources only, which included: passable roads, paved roads, electricity grid, piped water, mobile phone service, post office, school, police station, health clinic, market stalls, bank, and public transportation. Only the first principal component was used, and separate factor analyses of urban and rural households were then regressed against the pooled results to obtain a common score ([@bib16]; [@bib40]). As a robustness check, a household index was also created using a weighted average approach after selecting variables using Cronbach\'s alpha and item-response correlation ([@bib6]) but since the estimates were similar we use the measures of SES constructed PCA methodology. In addition, to wealth, we also examined the relationship between educational attainment and Ebola exposure at an individual and community level. Respondents were recoded into categories of having received no formal, at least some primary, at least some secondary, or at least some post-secondary education. Community-level education is measured by taking the average education level in the province or county and dividing into three groups of equivalent size.

We also adjusted models for demographics (urban residence, age of the respondent, the number of adults in the respondent\'s household, and gender of the respondent) as well as the region of the household. Given that the size of the units may vary across countries, we include one specification that includes dummy variables to control for these regions, and one that does not. The main results are based on logistic regression using STATA 14 (College Station, TX, USA), using survey weights, population-weighted post-stratification across countries, and jackknife variance estimation. The logistic regressions were run on both the full-sample with data pooled across both countries and then separately for each country individually.

4. Results {#sec4}
==========

The summary statistics for our sample are presented in [Table 1](#tbl1){ref-type="table"}, both for the full sample as well as for Liberia and Sierra Leone separately. Overall, approximately 41% of the respondents in the pooled sample knew a close friend or family member who had been infected with Ebola and only slightly lower percentage reported knowing a close friend who had died of Ebola (38%). A slightly higher percentage of people had been exposed to cases of Ebola in Liberia than in Sierra Leone. Almost exactly half of the respondents were male, which is not surprising given the sampling strategy of the Afrobarometer survey. The sample was well distributed in terms of ages, but was slightly older in Sierra Leone. About half of the sample had more than a primary education, but the Liberian sample was slightly more educated than in Sierra Leone. Households in both countries were large (mean 6.5--6.7 adults per household). Based on the full-sample pooled common asset score, we find that households in both countries were similar in terms of overall wealth, but that communities in Liberia fared better in terms of access to community-level resources than in Sierra Leone.Table 1Sample summary statistics.Table 1PooledSierra LeoneLiberiameannmeannmeann**Exposure variables: Knew people**Infected with Ebola0.419580.364160.46542Died from Ebola0.388740.343880.41486  **Male respondent**0.5011890.495890.50600  **Age Groups**18--240.163780.131590.1821925--340.327600.263110.3744935--440.276490.273190.2833045+0.256030.344020.17201  **Education**No formal education0.266260.384520.15174Some primary0.252510.212510.29353Some secondary0.313280.283280.35416Some post-secondary0.171570.131570.20244  **Adults in household (n)**6.6223906.6211916.611199  **Household asset score**0.002372−0.0111900.011182  **Community Education**Avg. some primary0.307080.435160.16192Avg. some secondary0.495330.455330.53631Avg. some post-secondary0.221420.121420.31376  **Community asset score**0.002278−0.5211910.561087  **Urban**0.4310190.374430.48578  **Regional units**East0.133010.25301North0.163920.33392South0.112600.22260Western0.102380.20238  Bomi0.01320.0332Bong0.051120.09112Gbarpolu0.01320.0332Grand Bassa0.03800.0780Grand Cape Mount0.02400.0340Grand Gedeh0.02480.0448Grand Kru0.01160.0116Lofa0.04950.0895Margibi0.03720.0672Maryland0.02400.0340Montserrado0.174000.33400Nimba0.061520.13152River Gee0.01240.0224Rivercess0.01240.0224Sinoe0.01320.0332

In [Table 2](#tbl2){ref-type="table"}, we present our regression results which explore the determinants of Ebola exposure along individual, household, and community lines. The dependent variable in all of the specifications is a binary variable reporting knowing at least one close friend or family member with Ebola and the models are all estimated using logistic regression. The first set of columns correspond to the results for the pooled sample, while the second and third sets of columns present the same analysis for Sierra Leone and Liberia separately. In columns 1,4, and 7, we regress knowing a close friend or family member with Ebola with individual and household-level factors alone. In columns 2, 5, and 8 we add community-level factors while in the last set columns in each set we also control for region-level fixed effects.Table 2Determinants of Ebola exposure.Table 2Pooled**Sierra LeoneLiberia**(1)(2)(3)(4)(5)(6)(7)(8)(9)**Male**1.071.121.121.151.181.181.021.051.07(0.91--1.27)(0.95--1.32)(0.95--1.33)(0.90--1.46)(0.92--1.51)(0.92--1.52)(0.81--1.28)(0.83--1.33)(0.84--1.36)  **Age Groups (18**--**24 omitted)**25--341.081.021.000.870.890.891.351.281.22(0.77--1.52)(0.72--1.44)(0.71--1.41)(0.52--1.46)(0.54--1.46)(0.55--1.46)(0.87--2.10)(0.80--2.07)(0.75--1.99)35--441.141.121.120.951.011.021.431.401.35(0.81--1.59)(0.78--1.60)(0.78--1.60)(0.57--1.59)(0.61--1.69)(0.62--1.68)(0.91--2.24)(0.85--2.29)(0.83--2.21)45+1.221.301.250.880.960.942.38\*\*\*2.37\*\*\*2.24\*\*\*(0.89--1.67)(0.93--1.81)(0.89--1.77)(0.55--1.39)(0.60--1.53)(0.59--1.50)(1.44--3.91)(1.40--4.01)(1.28--3.93)  **Education (no formal education omitted)**Some primary0.970.820.820.820.71\*0.720.790.750.76(0.71--1.32)(0.60--1.12)(0.61--1.11)(0.54--1.22)(0.47--1.06)(0.48--1.07)(0.50--1.25)(0.47--1.18)(0.48--1.20)Some secondary1.47\*\*1.151.101.56\*\*1.311.310.990.740.70(1.07--2.02)(0.85--1.55)(0.81--1.49)(1.05--2.31)(0.87--1.96)(0.88--1.96)(0.62--1.59)(0.48--1.15)(0.43--1.15)Some post-secondary1.48\*1.061.071.331.171.161.440.920.89(0.98--2.23)(0.70--1.60)(0.72--1.60)(0.75--2.35)(0.68--2.02)(0.67--2.00)(0.84--2.44)(0.52--1.63)(0.49--1.61)  **Number of Adults in HH**1.001.001.011.021.021.030.970.960.96(0.97--1.04)(0.96--1.04)(0.97--1.05)(0.97--1.07)(0.97--1.08)(0.98--1.08)(0.92--1.04)(0.90--1.03)(0.90--1.03)  **Household SES Quintiles (lowest quintile omitted)**21.071.121.131.381.411.340.880.920.93(0.75--1.53)(0.78--1.62)(0.79--1.62)(0.80--2.37)(0.80--2.49)(0.77--2.32)(0.59--1.33)(0.60--1.41)(0.59--1.47)30.860.880.881.391.461.290.50\*\*\*0.46\*\*\*0.51\*\*(0.61--1.21)(0.63--1.25)(0.60--1.27)(0.83--2.33)(0.88--2.41)(0.76--2.18)(0.32--0.77)(0.29--0.75)(0.30--0.89)40.930.870.821.73\*1.621.430.47\*\*\*0.40\*\*\*0.40\*\*\*(0.65--1.35)(0.60--1.28)(0.57--1.18)(0.97--3.09)(0.90--2.92)(0.81--2.54)(0.30--0.74)(0.25--0.64)(0.25--0.66)5 (High SES)0.840.800.772.00\*\*1.86\*1.660.32\*\*\*0.31\*\*\*0.33\*\*\*(0.58--1.20)(0.55--1.16)(0.51--1.14)(1.12--3.58)(0.96--3.58)(0.87--3.16)(0.20--0.52)(0.19--0.52)(0.19--0.56)  **Urban**1.80\*\*\*1.35\*1.071.491.030.831.62\*\*\*1.251.03(1.32--2.45)(0.96--1.88)(0.75--1.53)(0.85--2.61)(0.53--2.03)(0.41--1.68)(1.19--2.23)(0.91--1.73)(0.70--1.51)  **Community Education (avg. of some primary omitted)**Avg. some secondary1.99\*\*\*1.86\*\*\*2.12\*\*\*2.04\*\*\*1.211.17(1.40--2.84)(1.28--2.70)(1.26--3.58)(1.21--3.43)(0.79--1.87)(0.71--1.94)Avg. some post-secondary2.41\*\*\*1.95\*\*\*1.241.192.34\*\*\*2.07\*\*(1.51--3.84)(1.18--3.20)(0.49--3.17)(0.46--3.12)(1.33--4.14)(1.03--4.19)  **Community SES Quintiles (lowest quintile omitted)**21.171.101.391.441.130.77(0.78--1.74)(0.69--1.74)(0.78--2.48)(0.81--2.57)(0.70--1.80)(0.38--1.57)31.62\*\*1.342.88\*\*2.81\*\*0.780.65(1.02--2.58)(0.76--2.37)(1.26--6.56)(1.20--6.56)(0.47--1.28)(0.32--1.33)41.211.121.211.290.880.69(0.73--1.99)(0.62--2.02)(0.54--2.68)(0.58--2.86)(0.54--1.45)(0.33--1.43)5 (High SES)1.041.191.851.890.60\*\*0.81(0.66--1.65)(0.62--2.32)(0.64--5.37)(0.62--5.75)(0.36--0.99)(0.36--1.83)  Region fixed effectsNONOYESNONOYESNONOYESObservations227921722172113511351135114510391039[^1][^2]

In the full sample, we find that after controlling for all other variables, individual-level education as well as an indicator that the household lives in an urban area are both positively and significantly associated with knowing a close friend or family member with Ebola. When we use the same specification in the country-specific models, controlling for all other variables, we find that the individual-level educational effect is only significant in Sierra Leone and the urban effect is only significant in Liberia, although the patterns observed were consistent across countries, but were just not significant. We also find that the pooled sample masks important differences in the association between household wealth and exposure at the country-level. While there is no measurable effect in the pooled sample, after controlling for other variables, in Sierra Leone, higher wealth index quintile households were more likely to report knowing a close friend or family member with Ebola, while in Liberia we get the opposite finding with higher SES households less likely to report knowing someone with Ebola. Whether or not the respondent was male or the number of adults in the household had little impact on exposure in any sample. Overall age had little impact, with the exception of older respondents in Liberia being more likely to report knowing someone with Ebola.

We then explore whether controlling for community and region-level factors influence these relationships by adding the average educational levels and socio-economic status measured at the community-levels. We find that community-level education is positively associated with Ebola exposure but that this effect appears to be mainly concentrated in Sierra Leone. When we control for community-level education we also reduce the associations with individual-level measures of education, but only slightly and it remains significant in Sierra Leone. Controlling for community-level SES does not systematically affect our associations between individual and household-level SES and exposure. Adding sub-national regional fixed-effects also does not affect our observed effects, although we do observe some regions have higher or lower propensity to reporting knowing someone with Ebola (not shown, but available upon request). We also replicate all of the same regression results using knowing someone who died of Ebola, and the results are presented in [Appendix Table 2](#appsec1){ref-type="sec"}. Given the similarity in this measure with our other dependent variable, unsurprisingly, we find nearly the exact same pattern of associations as with knowing someone with Ebola.

We also explore the determinants of Ebola exposure in a model that has been stratified by rural and urban populations in [Appendix Table 4](#appsec1){ref-type="sec"}. Despite the much smaller sample sizes, which makes it more difficult to find strong associations, we also see some differences in the sub-samples. For example, while there is no association between gender and exposure in the full sample, we see that males were more likely to be exposed in the rural sample but not in the urban sample.

5. Discussion {#sec5}
=============

Socio-economic status, in particular poverty, has been implicated as an important driver of the transmission of EVD during the West African outbreak, however, previous studies have not always found consistent results and also were not based on nationally representative data of EVD exposure nor were they able to adequately control for individual, household, and community-level factors, all of which might independently help to explain exposure patterns to EVD. In this paper, we developed a conceptual model which provided pathways through which both high and low levels of SES might be associated with increased EVD exposure at the population and community-levels as well as the individual and household-levels. Data from a nationally representative household-level survey data from Sierra Leone and Liberia, the two most heavily affected countries during the West African outbreak, we explored how various measures of exposure to EVD were associated with measures of SES at different levels. We make a number of important contributions to the literature.

First, while we find no overall association between household-level wealth and EVD exposure, we find that within countries there are very different patterns of exposures, with higher SES households reporting more exposure to the virus in Sierra Leone and the opposite effect in Liberia. This finding suggests that there appears to have been different factors driving exposure patterns in these neighboring countries during the outbreak. It also suggests that it is too simplistic to simply assume that poverty was an important driver of the outbreak, as it may have been in some areas, but not others. It may also be that absolute poverty might help explain why West Africa was particular hard hit by the outbreak, perhaps due to its proximity to the zoonotic reservoirs of EVD, but that relative wealth appears to be more important within countries in explaining patterns of exposure. Given this finding, we believe there is an urgent need to better explore these patterns, perhaps spatially or using qualitative approaches to better understand why wealth might have had such a differential effect in these two different countries.

Second, across our various specifications, we also find that education of the survey respondent was consistently positively associated with Ebola exposure overall, although the estimates were not always significant. More educated people were more likely to report knowing someone with Ebola, even after controlling for household, community, and regional-level factors although our associations are reduced. While our data do not allow us to pinpoint the reasons for this association, we speculate that it could be that more educated people in general know more people in their communities or may have more knowledge of the people in their networks. Also, given that some professions, for example health workers, were identified in other studies as having had higher levels of exposure to EVD than the general population, it may also be that specific jobs or occupations, which would be associated with education levels, may have made these people more likely to come into contact with more cases of EVD ([@bib13]). Unfortunately, we were unable to control for occupation in our analysis to further explore this potential channel.

Third, urban households were more likely than rural households to report higher levels of exposure of the outbreak, however, the reasons for this association are not clear but it does not seem to be explained simply by higher incomes in urban areas and important associations between other SES variables persist even within the urban sample. People in urban areas may also know more people or again know more about the people in their network. Unfortunately, we were unable to control for network size in our analysis but it points to the need to control for such factors in future analyses and to collect such data in future surveys.

While our study has helped to shed some light on the exposure patterns of EVD along SES lines, it has many important limitations that must be taken into consideration when interpreting out results. First, our measure of EVD exposure, namely whether or not people reported knowing a close friend or family member with Ebola or knowing someone who died of Ebola is different from actual cases of EVD or other ways to define exposure. Plus, this simple measure of exposure lacks information on how many cases a person knew, or of cases that they would not define as close friends or family members. However, if we assume that there were approximately 25,000 cases of Ebola in the 2 countries with a combined population of approximately 13,000,000 people, then it would mean that 1 in 520 people in those countries were actually infected with EVD. Given that in our sample, roughly 40% of people knew a close friend or family member with Ebola, assuming random mixing, it means that on average people must have at least 200 people in their close circle of friends or family members, which is a plausible figure given estimates of network sizes that have been observed in different human populations ([@bib12]). Given that cases of EVD likely clustered, we might be worried that this estimate would underestimate the number of close friends and colleagues each individual would have to have, since people who knew one case likely knew more than one, however, on the other hand given that many of the people who actually knew cases also died, this might bias the estimates in the other direction since people who died did not answer the survey. Second, we only have data from two of the most heavily affected countries and lack data from Guinea, and therefore we cannot speculate if our results would be consistent in that country. Third, we are comparing data from two countries with sub-national units of different sizes (counties vs. provinces and potentially also at the sampling unit). These differences could also potentially affect our estimates, especially with regards to the calculation of the community-level variables which have been aggregated at the sampling unit-level.

6. Conclusions {#sec6}
==============

The recent West African outbreak of EVD was a wake-up call to the global health community that we need to do a better job at preventing and mitigating the spread of infectious diseases with epidemic potential. Knowing how the virus may spread along SES lines is one way to help prepare for future outbreaks. Our study suggests that there is a lot that we still do not fully understand about the way in which EVD spread along individual, household, and community-levels but it is too simplistic to simply assume that poorer people living in poorer communities were more exposed. There is an urgent need to better understand these patterns to help prepare for future infectious disease outbreaks.
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Appendix Table 1Summary of variables to calculate household and community wealth indicesAppendix Table 1Pooled**Sierra LeoneLiberiameannmeannmeannRoofing materials**Thatched0.1623900.1911910.131199Metal0.7923900.7911910.781199Other0.0523900.0211910.091199  **Water Source**In household0.0423900.0111910.081199On compound0.1423900.1411910.141199Outside compound0.8123900.8511910.771199  **Toilet Location**In household0.1123900.0411910.221199On compound0.3123900.4411910.131199Outside compound0.5523900.5011910.611199No toilet0.0323900.0211910.031199  **Shelter Type**Flat in a block of flats0.1523900.1911910.101199Non-traditional/formal house0.5323900.5111910.551199Single room in a larger dwelling structure or backyard0.0423900.0111910.071199Temporary structure/shack0.0423900.0211910.071199Traditional house/hut0.2423900.2611910.211199  **Receives Remittances**0.2723900.1811910.411199  **Household always has ...**Food0.3623900.4211910.271199Water0.4223900.5211910.271199Medication0.3823900.4911910.221199Fuel0.5823900.7111910.381199Cash0.1723900.2111910.131199  **Household always has ....**Radio0.7623860.7111910.841195TV0.2523780.1911910.331187Vehicle0.1423800.0911910.221189Mobile phone0.7123830.6611900.781193  **Community has ...**Electricity grid0.3023900.2911910.311199Piped water0.2323660.2711910.181175Cell phone service0.8523660.8811910.811175Post office0.0623580.0111910.141167School0.8723900.8011910.971199Police station0.3323820.2411910.461191Health clinic0.5923900.4911910.751199Market stalls0.4723660.3511910.641175Bank0.1623820.1011910.231191Public transportation0.9723900.9911910.941199Appendix Table 2Regression results (know someone that died of Ebola)Appendix Table 2Pooled**Sierra LeoneLiberia123456789Male**1.071.121.121.151.181.191.021.051.070.390.190.180.250.190.190.880.670.60  **Age Groups (18**--**24 omitted)**25--341.081.021.000.870.890.891.351.281.220.650.910.990.610.640.650.180.300.4235--441.141.121.120.951.021.021.431.401.350.460.530.540.850.950.940.120.180.2345+1.221.301.260.880.960.942.38\*\*2.37\*\*2.24\*\*0.220.130.200.570.860.810.000.000.01  **Education (no formal education omitted)**Some primary0.970.820.820.820.71\*0.720.790.750.760.830.210.190.320.090.110.310.210.24Some secondary1.47\*\*1.151.101.56\*\*1.311.310.990.740.700.020.370.540.030.190.180.970.180.16Some post-secondary1.48\*1.061.071.331.171.161.440.920.890.060.780.740.320.580.590.180.770.70  **Number of Adults in HH**1.001.001.011.021.021.030.970.960.960.820.880.580.490.360.230.400.240.23  **HH SES Quintiles (lowest quintile omitted)**21.071.121.131.381.411.340.890.920.930.690.530.510.240.230.300.560.700.7630.860.880.881.391.461.290.50\*\*0.47\*\*0.51\*\*0.370.480.480.210.140.340.000.000.0240.930.870.821.73\*1.621.430.47\*\*0.40\*\*0.40\*\*0.720.490.280.060.110.210.000.000.005 (High SES)0.840.800.772.00\*\*1.86\*1.660.32\*\*0.31\*\*0.33\*\*0.340.230.190.020.060.130.000.000.00  **Urban**1.80\*\*1.35\*1.071.492.12\*\*2.04\*\*1.63\*\*1.211.170.000.080.720.160.000.010.000.380.54  **Community Education (avg. of some primary omitted)**Avg. some secondary1.99\*\*1.86\*\*1.241.192.34\*\*2.07\*\*0.000.000.650.720.000.04Avg. some post-secondary2.41\*\*1.95\*\*1.391.441.130.780.000.010.260.210.620.48  **Community SES Quintiles (lowest quintile omitted)**21.171.102.88\*\*2.81\*\*0.780.650.450.700.010.020.320.2431.62\*\*1.341.211.290.880.690.040.310.640.530.620.3141.211.121.851.890.60\*\*0.810.460.710.260.260.050.615 (High SES)1.041.201.030.831.261.030.850.600.930.610.160.90  **Sierra Leone (Eastern omitted in country-specific regresson)**Eastern0.590.18Northern0.581.030.140.93Southern0.48\*\*0.830.030.60Western1.231.680.600.16  **Liberia (Bomi omitted)**Bong0.690.930.290.82Gbarpolu0.490.37\*0.310.08Grand Bassa0.18\*\*0.30\*\*0.000.01Grand Cape Mount0.871.000.801.00Grand Gedeh0.761.160.500.75Grand Kru1.802.58\*\*0.180.03Lofa0.810.980.620.95Margibi0.700.780.390.57Maryland1.091.890.840.11Montserrado0.941.390.870.37Nimba0.510.590.160.26River Gee2.02\*2.49\*\*0.050.02Rivercess0.530.680.110.37Sinoe1.041.330.920.55Observations218421842184114011401140115111511151[^3][^4]Appendix Table 3Summary statistics according to exposure to EbolaAppendix Table 3Know someone who was infected with EbolaKnow someone who died of EbolameanNmeanNMale0.4211620.391152Female0.4011600.371159  **Age Groups**18--240.413600.3636025--340.437370.3973235--440.426380.3863445+0.395870.37585  **Education**No formal education0.346040.31600Some primary0.365850.34588Some secondary0.477240.42717Some post-secondary0.513960.47393  **Adults in household (n)**1-4 adults0.385210.375185-7 adults0.4210830.3710788 + adults0.437180.39715  **HH SES quintile**10.394590.3645820.424610.4046130.384630.3345940.414580.3845650.464620.41458  **Community Education**Avg. some primary0.296810.26679Avg. some secondary0.4411330.401131Avg. some post-secondary0.525080.49501  **Community SES quintile**10.344430.3044120.404420.3644330.484380.4443640.444420.4144050.424470.40440  Urban0.499950.46988Rural0.3613270.321323  **Regions**East0.412840.36283North0.283760.27375South0.312530.29250Western0.502290.49229  Bomi0.41320.4132Bong0.491090.38110Gbarpolu0.40300.2631Grand Bassa0.15790.1579Grand Cape Mount0.59390.5538Grand Gedeh0.48480.4648Grand Kru0.73150.6916Lofa0.35940.3193Margibi0.41710.4070Maryland0.54390.5338Montserrado0.563960.52391Nimba0.281490.23149River Gee0.74230.6123Rivercess0.33240.2924Sinoe0.69320.6332[^5]Appendix Table 4Stratefied by rural and urban samplesAppendix Table 4Pooled Rural**Sierra Leone** Rural**Liberia** RuralPooled Urban**Sierra Leone** Urban**Liberia** Urban(1)(2)(3)(4)(7)(8)(9)(1)(2)(3)(4)(5)(6)(7)(8)(9)**Male**1.23\*1.34\*\*1.37\*\*1.241.281.47\*1.51\*0.970.980.981.081.111.120.810.77\*0.78\*(0.97--1.57)(1.05--1.71)(1.07--1.77)(0.88--1.74)(0.88--1.86)(0.98--2.20)(1.00--2.30)(0.78--1.21)(0.79--1.22)(0.78--1.22)(0.77--1.53)(0.77--1.60)(0.77--1.63)(0.62--1.06)(0.59--1.01)(0.60--1.03)  **Age Groups (18**--**24 omitted)**25--341.461.291.291.052.28\*\*1.92\*1.890.760.760.760.620.680.700.850.870.92(0.91--2.37)(0.79--2.11)(0.76--2.21)(0.55--2.01)(1.13--4.60)(0.88--4.19)(0.80--4.49)(0.46--1.24)(0.45--1.28)(0.46--1.26)(0.27--1.44)(0.30--1.57)(0.31--1.59)(0.49--1.46)(0.49--1.55)(0.49--1.74)35--441.201.081.091.061.681.331.361.051.101.130.820.951.011.221.321.36(0.71--2.01)(0.62--1.89)(0.61--1.94)(0.53--2.13)(0.76--3.68)(0.55--3.21)(0.54--3.39)(0.68--1.63)(0.69--1.74)(0.70--1.81)(0.41--1.63)(0.49--1.86)(0.52--1.98)(0.69--2.17)(0.71--2.44)(0.70--2.65)45+1.231.261.210.902.84\*\*2.48\*2.45\*1.171.291.300.831.011.091.96\*\*2.04\*\*2.03\*\*(0.74--2.06)(0.73--2.17)(0.68--2.17)(0.49--1.65)(1.18--6.88)(0.99--6.23)(0.91--6.64)(0.76--1.82)(0.82--2.03)(0.79--2.14)(0.39--1.75)(0.46--2.19)(0.50--2.40)(1.11--3.48)(1.11--3.75)(1.02--4.03)1.120.930.911.000.810.720.750.640.57\*0.59\*0.43\*0.36\*\*0.35\*\*0.910.890.89**Education (no formal education omitted)**Some primary(0.79--1.59)(0.66--1.33)(0.64--1.28)(0.64--1.56)(0.46--1.41)(0.40--1.31)(0.41--1.39)(0.34--1.22)(0.31--1.05)(0.32--1.08)(0.18--1.02)(0.16--0.80)(0.15--0.81)(0.42--1.94)(0.42--1.91)(0.42--1.88)1.46\*1.071.021.71\*\*0.800.54\*\*0.53\*1.120.960.940.960.910.921.371.060.92Some secondary(0.94--2.27)(0.71--1.59)(0.66--1.59)(1.04--2.82)(0.43--1.49)(0.29--0.99)(0.26--1.09)(0.67--1.88)(0.61--1.53)(0.58--1.53)(0.49--1.87)(0.49--1.72)(0.47--1.79)(0.70--2.68)(0.57--1.99)(0.48--1.78)1.471.091.151.860.800.580.631.140.880.890.800.810.802.57\*\*1.501.28Some post-secondary(0.85--2.53)(0.58--2.05)(0.62--2.14)(0.85--4.10)(0.37--1.70)(0.19--1.73)(0.19--2.08)(0.61--2.11)(0.52--1.48)(0.52--1.51)(0.38--1.69)(0.40--1.67)(0.39--1.64)(1.15--5.71)(0.72--3.12)(0.59--2.75)  **Number of Adults in HH**1.031.031.031.050.980.960.960.94\*\*0.94\*\*0.95\*0.950.940.950.950.950.95(0.98--1.09)(0.98--1.08)(0.98--1.09)(0.99--1.12)(0.89--1.07)(0.87--1.06)(0.86--1.06)(0.88--0.99)(0.88--0.99)(0.90--1.00)(0.88--1.02)(0.87--1.02)(0.88--1.02)(0.88--1.03)(0.87--1.05)(0.86--1.06)  **Household SES Quintiles (lowest quintile omitted)**21.301.371.361.581.111.141.150.620.55\*0.550.810.730.570.800.710.77(0.86--1.97)(0.89--2.12)(0.87--2.13)(0.89--2.78)(0.60--2.06)(0.56--2.32)(0.55--2.39)(0.32--1.21)(0.28--1.07)(0.26--1.16)(0.17--3.95)(0.16--3.40)(0.12--2.72)(0.47--1.37)(0.40--1.26)(0.38--1.57)30.740.790.771.160.40\*\*\*0.42\*\*\*0.48\*1.170.890.813.68\*2.832.080.640.44\*0.45(0.49--1.13)(0.53--1.20)(0.48--1.22)(0.64--2.12)(0.22--0.73)(0.23--0.80)(0.22--1.04)(0.58--2.36)(0.42--1.92)(0.34--1.95)(0.80--16.85)(0.59--13.51)(0.39--11.15)(0.31--1.32)(0.19--1.06)(0.16--1.23)40.930.850.791.390.42\*\*0.36\*\*\*0.34\*\*0.780.640.53\*2.511.931.330.53\*\*0.38\*\*\*0.39\*\*(0.59--1.49)(0.53--1.38)(0.48--1.28)(0.71--2.71)(0.20--0.89)(0.17--0.77)(0.14--0.82)(0.40--1.52)(0.33--1.24)(0.26--1.09)(0.52--12.10)(0.43--8.64)(0.27--6.50)(0.31--0.93)(0.20--0.71)(0.19--0.82)5 (High SES)1.161.201.222.61\*0.52\*0.720.730.670.51\*\*0.36\*\*\*2.471.771.010.23\*\*\*0.17\*\*\*0.18\*\*\*(0.65--2.07)(0.63--2.28)(0.60--2.48)(0.91--7.44)(0.25--1.08)(0.32--1.62)(0.29--1.83)(0.36--1.24)(0.27--0.97)(0.17--0.77)(0.57--10.63)(0.40--7.87)(0.21--4.79)(0.13--0.44)(0.08--0.36)(0.08--0.43)  **Community Education (avg. of some primary omitted)**Avg. some secondary1.69\*\*\*1.61\*\*0.860.904.84\*\*\*5.15\*\*\*9.78\*\*\*11.07\*\*\*2.443.17\*(1.14--2.50)(1.05--2.48)(0.55--1.36)(0.58--1.41)(1.89--12.36)(2.23--11.94)(1.86--51.39)(3.10--39.58)(0.83--7.18)(0.95--10.55)Avg. some post-secondary2.52\*\*\*1.591.631.164.88\*\*\*4.43\*\*\*6.35\*\*7.47\*\*\*4.67\*\*5.65\*\*\*(1.32--4.83)(0.78--3.21)(0.73--3.64)(0.43--3.09)(1.85--12.92)(1.86--10.52)(1.09--37.13)(1.85--30.25)(1.44--15.11)(1.57--20.29)  **Community SES Quintiles (lowest quintile omitted)**21.301.221.85\*\*1.010.630.42\*0.620.39\*\*(0.82--2.07)(0.70--2.14)(1.11--3.09)(0.45--2.31)(0.27--1.45)(0.17--1.06)(0.30--1.28)(0.16--0.96)31.94\*\*\*1.89\*0.770.810.660.32\*\*1.230.830.51\*0.37\*\*(1.22--3.09)(0.98--3.64)(0.47--1.28)(0.34--1.97)(0.24--1.77)(0.12--0.82)(0.31--4.94)(0.23--2.92)(0.23--1.10)(0.15--0.89)41.731.651.350.12\*0.49\*0.26\*\*\*0.47\*0.35\*\*0.51\*0.37\*\*(0.90--3.34)(0.74--3.67)(0.79--2.30)(0.01--1.16)(0.22--1.08)(0.11--0.62)(0.21--1.07)(0.14--0.86)(0.26--1.01)(0.16--0.85)5 (High SES)0.970.750.42\*\*\*0.13\*0.540.31\*\*0.650.38\*0.51\*0.48(0.54--1.74)(0.18--3.09)(0.24--0.73)(0.01--1.41)(0.25--1.16)(0.13--0.76)(0.28--1.52)(0.13--1.11)(0.25--1.05)(0.19--1.23)  **RegionsSierra Leone (Eastern omitted in country-specific regresson)**Eastern0.551.02(0.24--1.25)(0.47--2.21)Northern0.59\*1.251.38(0.33--1.07)(0.28--5.57)(0.39--4.88)Southern0.34\*\*\*2.83\*\*\*2.84\*\*(0.17--0.65)(1.56--5.11)(1.09--7.44)Western1.433.11\*\*\*2.46\*(0.43--4.73)(1.67--5.80)(0.95--6.37)  **Liberia (Bomi omitted)**Bong0.570.952.101.53(0.28--1.13)(0.44--2.04)(0.57--7.66)(0.52--4.53)Gbarpolu0.520.490.18\*\*\*0.09\*\*\*(0.14--1.96)(0.19--1.25)(0.09--0.35)(0.04--0.22)Grand Bassa0.26\*2.060.490.29(0.06--1.16)(0.22--18.92)(0.13--1.84)(0.05--1.61)Grand Cape Mount0.781.25(0.25--2.42)(0.48--3.26)Grand Gedeh1.3311.66\*1.620.95(0.34--5.26)(0.98--138.80)(0.64--4.09)(0.17--5.25)Grand Kru1.452.89\*\*(0.55--3.85)(1.12--7.41)Lofa0.700.981.140.61(0.30--1.62)(0.41--2.32)(0.70--1.86)(0.29--1.25)Margibi1.003.951.811.01(0.21--4.80)(0.38--41.47)(0.82--3.99)(0.35--2.91)Maryland0.54\*1.353.41\*\*2.82\*\*(0.28--1.07)(0.63--2.91)(1.21--9.60)(1.18--6.73)Montserrado2.6215.62\*\*2.05\*\*1.24(0.63--10.78)(1.72--142.29)(1.11--3.77)(0.66--2.34)Nimba0.400.600.500.70(0.12--1.35)(0.17--2.09)(0.19--1.28)(0.28--1.71)River Gee1.792.37\*\*\*5.36\*\*\*4.94\*\*\*(0.79--4.05)(1.26--4.48)(3.11--9.24)(2.18--11.19)Rivercess0.37\*\*0.58(0.17--0.79)(0.23--1.45)Sinoe0.901.971.531.24(0.32--2.51)(0.60--6.44)(0.63--3.69)(0.54--2.82)  Observations130012331233713587520520979939939422422422558519519[^6][^7]
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The following is the Supplementary data to this article:Multimedia component 1Multimedia component 1
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Supplementary data to this article can be found online at <https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ssmph.2019.100472>.

[^1]: Coefficients presented are odds ratios with confidence intervals in parentheses. Logistic regression was run using survey weights provided by Afrobarometer, post-stratified using region-level population figures, and Taylor-linearized variance estimation. Regional fixed effects are included in some models, but not shown. The lower number of observations in some columns were due to missing data in variables that make up the community SES index. The number of observations in columns 2, 3, 8, and 9 vary due to missing data for the variables which make up the community SES index.

[^2]: \*\*\*p \< 0.01, \*\*p \< 0.05, \*p \< 0.1.

[^3]: P-values are presented in parenthesis. Logistic regression was run using survey weights provided by Afrobarometer, post-stratified using province- and county-specific population figures, and Taylor-linearized variance estimation.

[^4]: Notes: p-value in parenthesis, p \< 0.05\* p \< 0.01\*\*.

[^5]: Figures are simple means and numbers (n) of survey respondents in each variable group.

[^6]: Coefficients presented are odds ratios with confidence intervals in parentheses. Logistic regression was run using survey weights provided by Afrobarometer, post-stratified using province- and county-specific population figures, and Taylor-linearized variance estimation. Two columns for SL rural are missing because the logistic regression model would not converge with the addition of community SES, community education and regional dummy variables.

[^7]: \*\*\*p \< 0.01, \*\*p \< 0.05, \*p \< 0.1.
